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Managing multiple message
standards in an ever-changing world
In today’s financial markets, each financial organization or corporate must
manage, support and remain compliant with an ever-increasing range of
message standards. As messaging standards continue to evolve driven by
regulation or by technology capability, the onus is on the organization to
maintain each standard whatever the variant; globally-defined, locally- or
regionally-defined, bilaterally - or even unilaterally-defined proprietary formats.
For far too long, individual systems and islands of business processing have
looked after their own domain standards. This is becoming an increasingly
difficult model to support. Instead financial institutions are fast acknowledging
the need to centralize the management of standards within their own
organizations to ensure consistency, efficiency and compliance.
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The Solution
Volante’s data and message integration software provides a message standards repository that supports the
definition and management of data and message formats. Any format can be captured and defined within
the system, thus enabling centralized management of standards across multiple systems and business areas.
Within Volante, all metadata related to the message standards are held as models which include
the syntax and semantic of each message standard. This approach to message modeling elevates
the data above a purely technical level and ensures accessibility and transparency for the business
analysts who need to interact with the message definitions and supporting information.
However, it is also very important to note that the message standards repository is also the basis for the active
deployment of Volante operational run-time components that enable the IT/development group within an
organization to transform and process the message data according to the rules defined in the repository.
This entire message standards repository functionality is delivered through three major Volante components:
»» Designer: for repository definition
»» Plug-ins: for pre-built message libraries
»» Director: for repository management

Volante Designer – repository definition
Volante Designer is a suite of modular tools designed for the integration and management of financial data.
Used today by major financial organizations, exchanges and industry utilities worldwide, Volante Designer
enables users to rapidly define message standards and build data integration solutions from those standards.
At the heart of Designer is the ability to define the message standards, capturing all information as metadata
stored within the Volante Cartridge, which is the term used for the repository within the Volante environment.
The entities supported and stored within Cartridges include:
»» Headers and trailers
»» Batch properties
»» Message/Data attributes/properties
»» Message/Data sections
»» Elements (sequence, choice, unordered)
»» Syntactic validation rules
»» Semantic validation rules
»» Mapping & Transformation rules
»» Enrichment rules
»» Message flows (for complex,
multi-step data processing)
»» Conditional Processing rules
»» Hashing/Encryption rules
»» Routing rules
»» Batch/large dataset processing
»» Error and Exception handling
»» Persistence to databases (payload,
context, and audit data)
»» Normalisation and canonical models
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All of the information defined within Cartridges can be automatically published as HTML documents. This
rich source of information creates hyperlinks between connected metadata components enabling easy
and intuitive navigation of the information defined in the Repository. The published information can be
shared with all interested parties without any need to provide access to the Volante environment.

Volante Plug-ins – pre-built repositories
Volante has developed a wide range of pre-built libraries containing various international and
domestic message standards. These off-the-shelf message standard repositories contain all the
necessary information required to support and process over 70 such standards including:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

ISO 20022
SWIFT MT
SWIFT MX
ISO 8583
FIX & FIXml

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

FpML
Reuters data feeds
Bloomberg data feeds
EDIFACT/X12
SEPA

»»
»»
»»
»»

SECOM
Fedwire
SAP IDocs
T2S

Volante is committed to maintaining these repositories in line with any changes that are released by
the governing body responsible for the specific standard, and these changes will be delivered to the
customer to be applied to their environment, using the automated upgrade facilities within Volante.
Customers can use the delivered Plug-ins as a basis for creating market variants that may be
required within their jurisdiction. For example, the standard ISO 20022 PAIN and PACS Repositories
can be used as the basis for local market versions of these messages, whereby only the differences,
including specific validation and formatting rules, have to be applied and maintained.

Volante Director – repository management
Volante Director is a repository management application that provides the dynamic governance required
to actively manage the cartridges contained in each repository within a customer’s Volante environment.
Director provides a secure access entry point to all repository interaction supporting the coherent
storage, linking, versioning, etc. of an organisation’s cartridge catalogue. As part of this function, Director
creates a system-wide data dictionary that maintains links to all data elements within all cartridges.
Through business element aliases
in this data dictionary, the system
can group together differently
named format-specific elements
across many different message
definitions, residing within multiple
different cartridges, but which
essentially represent the same
data element from a business
perspective. This then allows
the user to run impact analysis
scenarios and automate an
upgrade across the complete
environment when specific data
elements require enhancing.
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Active Repository - delivering business value to organizations
The combination of Volante Director, Designer, Cartridges, and Plug-ins, provide all the key
elements required for an advanced, innovative message standards repository.
However, for Volante, the message standards definition within the repository is not an end in itself.
The Volante solution provides significant additional value to a customer’s business environment
by using the metadata in the repository to deploy and control data processing.
Thus, Volante provides an active message standards repository, where users can go beyond the basic
definition of the message standard and model their data management process including parsing,
serialization, validations, enrichment, normalization, routing, exception management and database
operations. The resulting Volante run-time components can be deployed to any JVM, J2EE application
server or ESB/BPM/cloud framework. There are also C++ and C# code generation capabilities.
In addition to the run-time deployment capabilities, Volante Designer also provides a WebForms module that
enables the creation of browser-based data capture front ends-based on the message definitions in the repository.
Customers can rapidly deploy such data capture functions for many different reasons, including the creation of test
data for projects, initiating a new transaction process for the business, or creating validation/repair user interfaces.
Supporting these functions is the Volante Simulator, which facilitates testing on the desktop.
This is another function that is a base component of the Designer suite and allows the IT
development team to test elements of the build as they progress the project.

Ultimately, all functionality within Volante has been built to deliver a rapid development and deployment
environment for standards-based and proprietary message processing solutions. The foundation of this value
is the message standards repository, but the rewards for using Volante are significantly increased when the
metadata within the repository is actively deployed to handle the organization’s data processing requirements.
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For a demonstration of how Volante can accelerate the management of your message standards
repository, please contact us at info@volantetech.com or contact one of our regional offices below.
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